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Introduction

Tobacco is the single risk factor associated with the
greatest disease burden in Australia (Mathers et al.,
1999). It greatly increases the risk of lung cancer,
cardiovascular disease, chronic obstructive pulmonary
disease (COPD), and several other conditions. Reviews
of scientific literature confirm important associations
between passive smoking and lung cancer (NHMRC,
1997, Hacksaw et al., 1997).

A method has been developed to estimate the
proportion of overall mortality and illness (measured
by hospital separations) that can be attributed to
tobacco smoking (Ridolfo and Stevenson, 2001). This
report provides a brief update of previously reported
data for Queensland (Health Information Centre, 1999)
using the latest Australian risk estimates for smoking
(Ridolfo and Stevenson, 2001), and the latest available
data for mortality and hospital separations in
Queensland (refer to methods for further details).

A more comprehensive report containing more detailed
information will be released in the near future.

Results

In Queensland in 2001, smoking caused an estimated
3,377 deaths, with nearly 70% (2,300) of these deaths
among males. This represents 19% of all male deaths
and 10% of all females deaths in Queensland.  Between
1989 and 2001, there was an overall decrease of 32% in
the mortality rate attributable to smoking (from 123 to
83 per 100,000 population). However the trends were
quite different among males compared to females.
Mortality rates decreased by 38% among males
between 1989 and 2001 (208 to 128 deaths per 100,000
population), while for females the decrease was 18%
(57 to 47 deaths per 100,000 population). This
difference in gender-specific trends resulted in the
ratio of male to female mortality rates decreasing from
3.6:1 in 1989 to 2.7:1 in 2001.

During the 2001/02 financial year, it was estimated
that 30,246 hospital separations in Queensland were
caused by smoking, with males accounting for 19,931
(66%) and females 10,315 (34%). This represents 3.6%
and 1.6% of all hospitalisations for males and females
respectively.  Between the 1989/00 and 2001/02

financial years there has been an overall 8% increase
in the hospital separation rate (718 to 777 separations
per 100,000 population), with most of this increase
being among females.  Trends in hospital separation
rates should be interpreted cautiously.  They do not
necessarily reflect changes in the incidence or
prevalence of disease because they also depend on
trends in admission practices and changes in disease
management.

Mortality

Hospital separations

Deaths and hospital separations attributable to cigarette smoking were
calculated using age and sex-specific aetiological fractions (AIHW, 2001).
Mortality data is by calendar years, while hospital separations are for
finacial years. Rates are per 100,000 population, and are age-standardised
using the Australian population as at 30 June 1991. ICD-9 coding
classification was used for mortality data up to 1998 and ICD-9-CM
coding classification was used for hospital separation data up to 1998/99.
Mortality data was also coded in ICD-10 in 1997 and 1998, and hospital
separation data was coded in ICD-10-AM for 1999/2000 onwards.
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Cost to Health System

It is estimated that there  were 168,115 occupied bed
days directly attributable to cigarette smoking in the
2001/02 financial year, at a cost to Queenslanders of
$137.8 million (see Appendix for description of cost
calculations).

For  public hospitals there were 100,995 occupied bed
days directly attributable to cigarette smoking in the
2001/02 financial year, estimated at a cost of $82.8
million.

It is estimated that for private hospitals there were
67,120 occupied bed days directly attributable to
cigarette smoking in the 2001/02 financial year, at a
cost of $55.0 million.

Comparisons with New South Wales

Similar trends have been reported for New South Wales
for both mortality and hospital separations (Public
Health Division, 2003). Rates in New South Wales are
very similar to Queensland for both mortality and
hospital separations.

Discussion

Queensland men are more likely to be smokers than
men in other states.  In Queensland, the proportion of
males, 14 years or older, who smoke was 23.2%
compared with the Australian average of 21.1% [AIHW,
2002]. The corresponding figures for females aged 14
years and over were 19.1% in Queensland compared to
the national average of 18.0%. [AIHW, 2002].

Although comparisons of statewide survey data over
time are difficult due to changes in the wording of
questions, there is a suggestion of a slight decrease in
self-reported smoking prevalence among Queensland
adults (18 years and over) from about 28% in 1993 to
26% in 2001 (HIC: unpublished data).  Corresponding
proportions from the National Household Drug survey
(14 years and over) were 23% in 1995 and 21% in 2001.

The Queensland Tobacco Action Plan 2000/01 to 2003/
04 (QTAP), endorsed by Cabinet in October 2000, is the
State’s first-ever strategic plan for addressing tobacco
issues.  Based on a national framework, it has 36
actions which together aim to reduce youth smoking,
support smokers to quit, address smoking among
Indigenous people, and reduce exposure to passive
smoking.  Major achievements under QTAP are:

� legislative reforms addressing passive smoking,
vending machines, tobacco advertising and
enforcement and sales to minors;

� the “Poison” youth smoking and support campaign;
and

� implementation of the pilot “Indigenous Smoke-
free Project”.

In addition to the actions under QTAP, a major project
has commenced through Health Promotion Queensland
addressing smoking by young women and girls.

Since mortality due to smoking generally reflects
smoking patterns at least 20 years ago (and more likely
40 years ago), any impact of these recent government
initiatives is unlikely to be reflected in mortality data
in the near future. However, they are important in
terms of long term gain, and to help ensure that the
future trends continue in the right direction.

Methods

These risk estimates are called aetiologic fractions, and
are the probability that a particular case of illness
(hospital separation) or death was caused by smoking.
The aetiologic fractions are generated by reviewing and
summarising all the available published evidence for
associations between smoking and specific diseases.
These fractions are estimates only, and any
interpretation of these data attributable to smoking
should be made in light of this uncertainty.

These aetiologic fractions were updated in 2001
(Ridolfo and Stevenson, 2001), and as such there may
be some differences in the results published previously
for Queensland (Health Information Centre, 1999) and
these results for corresponding years. However, these
differences have been found to be only minor.

Mortality data was sourced from the Deaths
Registration Data Set (Australian Bureau of Statistics)
while the hospital separation data was obtained from
the Queensland Hospital Patient Admitted Data
Collection (Queensland Health).

ICD-9 coding classification was used for mortality data
up to 1998 and ICD-9-CM coding classification was
used for hospital separation data up to 1998/99.
Mortality data was also coded in ICD-10 in 1997 and
1998. For 1999/2000 onwards the coding classification
used for hospital separation data was ICD-10-AM.
Differences in codes and coding practices between
these coding classifications mean that interpretation of
trends needs to take this into account.
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Cost Calculation

The cost to Queenslanders of cigarette-related occupied
bed days was calculated by multiplying the number of
occupied bed days directly attributable to cigarette
smoking (during 2001/02 financial year) by the cost
accrued per admitted patient day ($820 for  2000/01
financial year, based on the National Hospital Cost
Data Collection).
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noitalupop000,001/etaR

elaM -DCI 9 MC- 5.6601 0.8201 6.0301 2.6601 8.1701 1.8301 3.2801 1.3211 4.2511 3.2311

-DCI 01 MA- 1.8711 1.6311 7.9601

elameF -DCI 9 MC- 9.424 4.714 0.824 8.334 5.444 9.054 4.584 0.784 0.005 1.805

-DCI 01 MA- 6.135 4.135 0.125

snosreP -DCI 9 MC- 3.817 9.696 9.407 9.627 0.537 6.327 1.267 2.487 1.508 1.997

-DCI 01 MA- 5.238 3.318 7.677

snoitarapesforebmuN

elaM -DCI 9 MC- 73531 75431 58731 48741 68351 26451 99661 15771 13881 70091

-DCI MA-01 84302 27202 13991

elameF -DCI 9 MC- 0016 4616 3346 4276 1117 8447 6228 5048 1488 8229

-DCI MA-01 4199 25101 51301

snosreP -DCI 9 MC- 73691 02691 81202 80512 79422 01922 42942 65162 27672 63282

-DCI MA-01 36203 42403 64203

ytilatroM 9891 0991 1991 2991 3991 4991 5991 6991 7991 8991 9991 0002 1002

noitalupop000,001/etaR

elaM -DCI 9 8.702 2.081 0.571 7.971 3.761 6.271 1.051 2.461 0.251 6.151

-DCI 01 6.051 6.941 1.441 7.631 2.821

elameF -DCI 9 1.75 9.25 6.25 9.65 9.15 6.25 8.84 3.35 4.15 3.84

-DCI 01 0.15 4.84 6.05 3.64 2.74

snosreP -DCI 9 6.221 6.801 5.601 2.111 0.301 6.501 9.39 5.201 6.69 3.49

-DCI 01 8.59 5.39 6.29 6.68 4.38
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elaM -DCI 9 9342 4912 9712 5232 4522 0142 5812 8342 4432 2142

-DCI 01 2232 1832 7732 5332 0032

elameF -DCI 9 378 838 648 849 109 459 919 0201 7201 689

-DCI 01 8101 789 6801 0301 7701

snosreP -DCI 9 2133 2303 5203 4723 6513 4633 4013 9543 0733 8933

-DCI 01 0433 7633 3643 5633 7733




